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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
27

Possible Exemplary Response:
The author of “Wild in the City” describes the relationship between animals and people in cities as being a positive 
one for both the animals and the people. Megan Hanson shares many facts about the variety of wildlife in the city. 
For example, she talks about New Yorkers’ love for the birds and butterflies that inhabit the city. None of them 
would be there if there wasn’t a place for them to live. She goes on to point out the benefits that even pesty types 
of wildlife provide, “let’s not forget nature’s insect control: bats. These winged mammals can eat eight mosquitoes, 
flies, or moths a minute. With up to 500 bats living in a single church belfry, that’s 240,000 bugs an hour—gobbled 
up!” and “Earthworms are another urban crawler. These marvelous little wrigglers gobble up dead leaves, food 
scraps, and garbage, and turn them into rich soil. Without worms, the trees, grass, and flowers of Central Park would 
not grow.” Can you imagine how unhappy people in the city would be without all the birds, butterflies, parks, and 
flowers?

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
27

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities (by giving us text evidence of how people can and do connect with 
the wildlife in the city). The response provides evidence of analysis (All this shows how these people and 
animals smell, see, and can hear eachother). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details 
from the text for support as required by the prompt (“New Yorkers also love to watch butterflies. Each 
year, thousands of monarch butterflies pass through the streets during their fall migration to Mexico.” and 
“New Yorkers have spotted coyotes, white-tailed deer, and gray foxes in the city.”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
27

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities (by giving us examples of how they help people). The response 
provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Like 
how the earthworms eat the dead leafs and how bats eat mosquitoes flys and moths). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
27

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities (by saying how they help us). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (the worms making the soil 
rich and the bats eating the mosquitoes). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
27

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities (so many people in New York City loves to watch them); however, the 
response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (fly, swim, eat). This response includes 
a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
27

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities (With our worms and othere animals we woulnt have any plants); 
however, the response does not provide relevant details from the text for support. This response includes a 
complete sentence where errors may impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
27

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“ New Yorkers also love to 
watch butterflies). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the author 
describes the relationship between animals and people in cities. This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
27

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (mals the authr describs the relationship 
bewtwee animals is that theyhave a lot in comein).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
27

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The author describes the relationship 
between animals and people in cities because in the citys its very loud and more cars than in some place and 
the authordid that because the animals in the city die more offten that non city places).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
28

 

Possible Exemplary Response:
The details in the “Spotting New York City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article because it shows us where 
around the city that we can see the kinds of animals that Megan Hanson talks about in “Wild in the City.” When 
we read about the monarch butterflies migrating through the city each fall, the chart tells us that we can see them in 
“Central Park and Prospect Park in Brooklyn.” The article tells us that “New Yorkers have spotted coyotes […] in 
the city” and the chart tells us that we can see them in “Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx” if we “look in open areas 
at dawn and dusk.” Both the article and the chart tell us that there are many places to see wildlife in the city, if we 
just know where to look and what we are looking for.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
28

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details in the “Spotting New York 
City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article (the chart shows where you can find the animals and the 
text says what they do to help that area). The response provides evidence of analysis (how bats can get fid 
of these bugs that can sting or bite you, so you wanna know where they are so you can maybe live near them 
so you don’t get stung a lot by bugs). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from 
the text for support as required by the prompt (“Central Park and the Greenbelt on Staten Island.”; “These 
winged mammals can eat eight mosquitoes, flies, or moths a minute.”; “Riverside Park along the Hudson 
River; Flushing Meadows Corona Park Queens.”; “Bald eagles, which were once endangered, can now be 
spotted flying over Central Park.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
28

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details in the “Spotting New York 
City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article (showing how you can see the wildlife in New York city 
and the article talking about who and what those animals are). The response provides a sufficient number 
of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“A special nest for four eaglets was 
constructed in New York’s Inwood Park.” and in the chart it gives many more places to see bald eagle and 
how to see them). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
28

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details in the “Spotting New 
York City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article (showes you where in the city you can find these 
animals). The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required 
by the prompt (the bald egles you can find them in Queens riverside park and lookup at the tall trees and you 
can spot them probably). This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
28

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details in the “Spotting New York 
City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article (by saYing were You could find the anim-als that were 
mentiond in the text); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (You 
really want to see but-terflys You could see them mainley in Central and Prospect Park in brooklYn mainly 
on Setember). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
28

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details in the “Spotting New 
York City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article (by listing the locations that some animals can 
be Spotted in ny); however, the response does not provide relevant details from the text for support. This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
28

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (Monarch Butterflies are the 
Central park and propect park in Brookly). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how the details in the “Spotting New York City Wildlife” chart support the ideas in the article. This 
response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
28

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (what about the city’s tinest wild life  
althoughyou might not want bugs or  andy creatuere in your housde i know i would not  if i found one i 
would  screem).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
28

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The chart can support people by 
there therois presay if someone had a theroi that animal and people can live in harmany the artical will 
suporrt that idea).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
36

Possible Exemplary Response:
In “The Lion’s Share,” paragraph 10 contributes to the structure by showing us how annoyed and defeated the fox, 
jackal, and wolf felt. They had spent so much time and energy helping to hunt and divide the stag but didn’t get any 
shares of the food. Earlier in the story, “The hunters stood triumphant as the stag lay before them. But then they all 
began to wonder how they should share out their catch.” When the lion took control of the situation, they didn’t 
suspect anything would go wrong. The lion quickly turned on the others and said, “The first quarter is for me,” […] 
“The second quarter is mine too, as I am the one sorting out the shares.” The other three hunters began to feel that 
things were not going well. Finally, the lion said, “As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you 
will dare to lay a paw upon it.” By paragraph 10 the other hunters are intimidated and hungry so they leave “with 
their tails between their legs.”

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
36

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the 
structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share” (by showing how the other hunters/animals were scared of the 
lion). The response provides evidence of analysis (This part of the paragraph shows the lion is greedy yet 
intimidating and implying that the lion thinks higher of himself). The response provides a sufficient number 
of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“the third share should be mine 
because of the part I played in hunting the stag.As for the fourth quarter,well,...The lion bared his teeth and 
flexed his sharp claws”; “When it was done, the lion snarled at the fox,jackal and the wolf,who stood sulkily 
before him; “The first quarter is for me...because I am the King of the Beasts”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
36

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the 
structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share” (the three other hunters were tired of puting up with the selfish 
lion). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by 
the prompt (“Rubbish!” The fox, the jackal, and the wolf began to grumble, but the lion took no notice..” 
and “The three other hunters slunk away into the shadows...”). This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
36

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the 
structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share” (by Representing the terrified animals). The response provides 
a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt (The animals were 
scared of the lion and The lion happend to be witty & mighty so he stratigicly got the meat for himself). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
36

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the 
structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share” (they were mad because the Lion didn’t share the quarters that 
thay cut); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“The three 
other hunters slunk away into the shadows with their tails between their legs”). This response includes a 
complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
36

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the 
structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share” (by telling people that they were confident in most of the story 
but at the last part they were scared); however, the response does not provide relevant details from the text 
for support. This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
36

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (the three other hunters walked 
away with their tails down trying not to be seen). The response does not provide a valid inference from 
the text to explain how paragraph 10 contributes to the structure of the story in “The Lion’s Share.” This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
36

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (it contributes to the story becuses 
it shows that the lion is a shelfish person, away it shows that is becuse he showed that by saying “the first 
quarter is for me becuses i am king of beasts” after that the lion showed is sharp claws and teath to scare 
the hunters).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
36

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The hunters stood triumphant as the 
stag lay before them. The thrid share should be mine because of the part played in hunting the stag).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
37

Possible Exemplary Response:
A theme of “The Lion’s Share” is choose your friends wisely so you won’t feel cheated. When the four hunters go 
hunt together, the fox, jackal, and wolf do not know that the lion is untrustworthy and will take advantage of them. 
When the four hunters caught a stag and had to decide how to divide it, the fox, jackal, and wolf saw the lion’s true 
nature, “… the lion threw back his head and gave a mighty roar. ‘Divide this stag up into quarters right NOW!’ he 
bellowed.” After the stag was divided the lion began to claim all the shares. The other hunters saw that the lion was 
selfish and cheating them. They know the lion has taken advantage of them but feel powerless to do anything. The 
story ends with the lion claiming everything and “The three other hunters slunk away into the shadows with their 
tails between their legs.” They should have been more cautious in choosing their friends.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
37

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to identify a theme of “The Lions Share” (not to trust 
everyone). The response provides evidence of analysis (the lion wants all of it to himself and the others 
couldn’t do anything about it). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text 
for support as required by the prompt (“As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you 
will dare to lay a paw upon it.” and the lion bared his teeth and flexed his sharp claws” and “When it was 
done the lion snarled at the fox, the jackal and the wolf”). This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
37

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to identify a theme of “The Lions Share” (not hog 
and share). The response provides evidence of analysis (He takes advantage of his Power and royalty). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(“The second one is mine too.” and “The third share would be mine to.”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
37

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to identify a theme of “The Lion’s Share” (working 
together/sharing). The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (Working together, they took the stag totally unaware and claimed its life and how 
they should share out their catch). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
37

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to identify a theme of “The Lion’s Share” (be fair 
to not just your friends but to everyone); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the 
text for support (when the lion claims allfour parts of the animal they hunted together that was unfair to the 
other animals that helped along the way). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
37

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“ A lion once went hunting with a fox, a jackal and a wolf” and “they took the stag totally unaware 
and claimed its life.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to identify 
a theme of “The Lion’s Share.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
37

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“the frstquarter is for me because 
i am the king of beasts”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to identify a theme 
of “The Lion’s Share.” This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
37

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The theme of the story is the fox, the 
jackal, the wolf, and the lion were hunting . then the lion started to roar and the wolf, the jackal, and the fox 
and all the animals started to argue).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
37

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The theme of the lion share. the lion 
is hunting for food and the hunters trapt the lion in a net in the foris).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
38

Possible Exemplary Response:
The Hornet’s interest in the case in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” is different from the Wasps because he is 
the judge who must decide which of the two other groups the honey belongs to. The story tells us this directly, “…
they agreed to let a judge decide the matter. So, they brought the case before the Hornet, justice of the peace in that 
part of the woods.” After a suggestion from a wise old Bee that the two competing groups make a honey comb, the 
wasps complained, and the Hornet “…quickly understood why they did so: They knew they could not build a honey 
comb and fill it with honey. ‘It is clear,’ said the Judge, ‘who made the comb and who could not have made it. The 
honey belongs to the Bees.’” This tells me that the Hornet is the judge because he is smart enough to take advice and 
he knows enough about bees and wasps to know who made the honey, so he is an impartial judge.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
38

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the Hornet’s interest in the case is 
different from the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” (the hornet was not interested in stealing 
the honey infact he didn’t want it at all but the Wasp really wanted it like really bad). The response provides 
evidence of analysis (That proves the fact that the Wasps are very greedy and want it all too their selves 
and never give the truth... that they just can’t make honey comb to put honey in). The response provides 
a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“witnesses 
declaed that they had seen certain winged creatures in the neighborhood of the hollow tree who hummed 
loudly and whose bodies were striped , yellow and black, like bees. Counsel for the Wasps immediatly said 
that this discription fitted his clients exactly.” and “‘I move that the Bees and the Wasps both instructed to 
build honey comb. Then we shall see to whom it really belongs.’ The Wasps protested loudly. Wise Hornet 
quickly understood why they did so: They knew they could not built honey comb and fill it with honey”). 
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
38

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the Hornet’s interest in the case is 
different from the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” (the Hornet wants to Solve the problem 
but the Wasps want the honey comb for their own good). The response provides a sufficient number of 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“It is clear said the Judge, who made 
the comb and who could not have made it. The honey belongs to the Bees.” and The Wasps protested loudly. 
Wise Judg Hornet quickly understood why they did so.”). This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
38

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the Hornet’s interest in the case is 
different from the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” (they have different apiniuns on the 
honey). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required 
by the prompt (“the wasp protested loudly. Wise judge hornet quickly understood why they did so and 
the judge says “who made the comb and who could not have made it the honey belongs to the bees). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
38

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the Hornet’s interest in the case is 
different from the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” (The Hornet interest in the case is 
different because he doesn’t want the hive); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the 
text for support (“A store of honey had been found in a hollow tree, and the Wasps declared positively that 
it belonged to them.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
38

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“The Wasps protested loudly. Wise Judge Hornet quickly understood why they did so: They knew 
they could not build a honey comb and fill it with honey. ” and ““It is clear,” said the Judge, “who made 
the comb and who could not have made it. The honey belongs to the Bees.””); however, the response does 
not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the Hornet’s interest in the case is different from 
the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet.” This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
38

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“The Wasps Protested loudly. 
Wise Judge Hornet quickly understood why they did so: They Knew they could not build a honey comb 
and fill it with honey.”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the 
Hornet’s interest in the case is different from the Wasps’ in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet.” This 
response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
38

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (When ever When The bees where just 
trying to get honey and the wasps wanted war).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
38

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the Hornetis brought a case, justice 
of the prat of the wood’s the evidence  did not help the judge Hornet).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
39
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Possible Exemplary Response:
The main characters in “The Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” have a similar problem 
but the way they go about solving the problem is different. Initially in “The Lion’s Share” the characters need 
to first catch their prey and they work together to solve that problem only to have a new problem develop, how 
do they divide the stag. But in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” the characters have found a honeycomb 
in a hollow tree and need to determine who it really belongs to. In each story we read the details of the process 
the characters go through to reach a solution. 

In the beginning of “The Lion’s Share” the fox, jackal, wolf, and lion need to determine how to divide the 
stag they have killed. The lion steps in and takes control of the process by ordering the other animals to do his 
bidding. “Just as an argument was about to break out, the lion threw back his head and gave a mighty roar. ‘Divide 
this stag up into quarters right NOW!’ he bellowed, and the other animals leapt to it.” The lion is using his strength 
to frighten the other three hunters into submission and they quickly follow his orders. The lion sees that if he con-
tinues to use his size, fierceness, and reputation as the king of the beasts he can get the others to do exactly what 
he wants, which is the entire stag. As the story continues the lion uses these characteristics to further intimidate the 
fox, jackal, and wolf. “The lion snarled at the fox, the jackal, and the wolf, who stood sulkily before him. “The first 
quarter is for me,” he declared, “because I am King of the Beasts.” Later he claims the remaining quarters until he 
concludes, “‘As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to lay a paw upon it.’ And 
the lion bared his teeth and flexed his sharp claws.” As we can see, the lion has duped the other three all along and 
has never intended to share any part of the stag. Now the remaining hunters have a new dilemma, which they solve 
by submitting to the lion and walking away humiliated, “The three other hunters slunk away into the shadows with 
their tails between their legs.”

In contrast, in “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” the characters seem determined to solve the conflict over 
which group owns the honey fairly. Their first step toward a peaceful solution is to agree to bring the prob-
lem to an impartial party. “So they brought the case before the Hornet, justice of the peace in that part of the 
woods.” Unfortunately, the evidence of ownership is unclear because witnesses can’t be sure which winged 
creatures had been seen near the hollow tree. “Such evidence did not help Judge Hornet to any decision, so 
he adjourned court for six weeks to give him time to think it over.” Upon returning to court, a wise old bee 
suggested that “…the Bees and the Wasps both be instructed to build a honey comb. Then we shall soon see to 
whom the honey really belongs.” This led to a ruckus from the Wasps, and Judge Hornet quickly inferred that 
this was due to the knowledge that they were incapable of building a honey comb. “It is clear,” said the Judge, 
“who made the comb and who could not have made it. The honey belongs to the Bees.”

All in all, the characters in both stories are faced with the problem of dividing some food. In “The Lion’s 
Share” the lion bullies the other three hunters into agreeing that he gets the entire stag, while in “The Bees and 
Wasps, and the Hornet” the Judge Hornet determines that the wasps have no right to the honey. In both stories, 
at the end of the day, only one side wins.  

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 4-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1a
39
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GUIDE PAPER 1b

Score Credit 4 (out of 4 credits)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (“ The 
Lion’s Share” and “ The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” both share some similarities between both of 
their problems and both solved their problems a little differently than the other. They have their own ways 
of doing things that we are going to find out). The response demonstrates insightful comprehension and 
analysis of the texts (both have to do with a problem of sharing somesort of food or who gets the food; they 
were struggling to find a way to share their prey; this shows that an argument was going to erupt between 
both sides; both texts had arguement between different sides but only one came out victorious; the problem 
was to hard so it had to be dealt with someone who could deal with it; the Lion took all of the food for 
himself not even bothering to share wiwth the rest of the hunters). The response develops the topic with 
relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“ The hunters stood trumphant as the stag lay before them. But 
then they all began to wonder how they should share out their catch. ”; “ A store of honey had been found 
in a hollow tree, and the Wasps declared positively that it belonged to them. The Bees were just as sure 
that the treasure was theirs.”; “The argument grew very pointed, and it looked as if the affair could not be 
settled without a battle, when at last, with mcuh, good sense, they agreed to let a judge decide the matter. ”; 
“ So they brought the case before the Hornet, justice of the peace in that part of the woods.”; “ The first 
quarter is for me, he declared, because I am King of the Beasts. The second quarter is mine too, as I am 
the one sorting out the shares.”; “ The third share shoudl be mine because of the part I played in hunting 
the stag. As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to lay a paw upon it.”), 
and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The response exhibits clear, purposeful organization. The 
response skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (To support my claim, Another 
way, In my opinion, This shows, So in total). The response uses grade-appropriate, stylistically sophisticated 
language and domain-specific vocabulary (struggling to find a way, an argument was going to erupt, came 
out victorious, had to be dealt with, fair and square). The response provides a concluding statement that 
follows clearly from the topic and information presented (In total the passages had similar problems that 
came into different solutions that the characters came up with to solve their own problem. One used force 
to solve their problem. Which was the Lion who wanted the stag to himself. The other one got the honey 
fair and square. Which was the Bees beating the Wasps in their trial). The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (somesort, trumphant, arguement, opon, somone, 
mcuh, shoudl, wiwth, threatend, punctuation).
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GUIDE PAPER 2a                       Additional
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GUIDE PAPER 2b                       Additional

Score Credit 4 (out of 4 credits)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (In 
“The Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” the main characters have similar problems 
and come up with a way to find soltions.  In either story, the problem is focused on who the food belongs 
to. Both stories tell us how the characters get to a solution differently, but in each story only one group or 
charater gets the resource in the end). The response demonstrates insightful comprehension and analysis of 
the texts (in The Lion’s Share they are fighting over who gets the meat; they think they will share the catch, 
but later in the rest of the story the lion has other thing in mind; it seems like each hunter will get a part; 
judge Hornet likes this idea but the Wasp don’t like it at all). The response develops the topic with relevant, 
well-chosen details from the texts (“The hunters stood triumphant as the stag lay before them. But then 
they all began to wonder how they should share out their catch.”; “Divide this stag up into quarters right 
NOW!” he bellowed, and the other animals leapt to it….”; “the third share should be mine because of the 
part I played in hunting the stag. As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to 
lay a paw upon it.” And the lion bared his teeth and flexed his sharp claws.”; “the Wasps declared positively 
that it belonged to them. The Bees were just as sure that the treasure was theirs.”; “Your honor,” he said, 
“the case has now been pending for six weeks. If it is not decided soon, the honey will not be fit for anything. 
I move that the Bees and the Wasps both be instructed to build a honey comb. Then we shall soon see to 
whom the honey really belongs.”; “It is clear,” said the Judge, “who made the comb and who could not have 
made it. The honey belongs to the Bees.”; “The three other hunters slunk away into the shadows with their 
tails between their legs.”), and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The response exhibits clear, 
purposeful organization. The response skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (For 
example, This shows, later, In the rest of the storys, In conclusion). The response uses grade-appropriate, 
stylistically sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary (focused on, the conflict is, the solution 
is suggested, a simmlar outcome, gets the resources). The response provides a concluding statement that 
follows clearly from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, “The Lion’s Share” and “The Bees 
and Wasps, and the Hornet,” the main characters have similar problems and the solutions in each story tells 
us one group gets the resources and the other group doesn’t). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate 
command of conventions, with few errors (soltions, charater, storys, simmilar, punctuation, capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 3a
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GUIDE PAPER 3b
39

Score Credit 4 (out of 4 credits)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (In 
“The Lions Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” have a similar problem and have to find a 
way to solve their problem. According to “The Lions Share” the problem is that the wild animals don’t know 
how to evenly split their food. […] According to “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet”, The problem is 
that they don’t know who the honey belongs to). The response demonstrates insightful comprehension and 
analysis of the texts (in both texts, the animals come to a problem about food and who gets it and they have 
to figure out a ways to solve their problem; In each story one person takes charge to decied what to do; the 
Lion knows how to problem solve and you kind of think each of the hunters will get one piece to take home; 
that the Wise Old Bee knows how to problem solve). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-
chosen details from the texts (“The hunters stood triumphant as the stag lay before them. But then they all 
began to wonder how they should share out their catch.”; “A store of honey had been found in a hollow tree, 
and the Wasps declared positively that it belonged to them. The Bees were just as sure that the treasure was 
theirs. The argument grew very pointed, and it looked as if the affair could not be settled without a battle...”; 
“Just as an argument was about to break out, the lion threw back his head and gave a mighty roar. Devide 
this stag up into quarters right NOW!...”; “The third share should be mine because of the part I played 
in hunting the stag. As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to lay a paw 
upon it.” And the lion bared his teeth and flexed his sharp claws. The three other hunters slunk away into 
the shadows with their tails between their legs.”; the bees and wasps take there problem to the judge in the 
woods, who is a hornet. The judge can’t decide and tells the bees and wasps to come back later; “I move that 
the Bees and the Wasps both be instructed to build a honey comb. Then we shall soon see to whom the honey 
really belongs.”), and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The response exhibits clear, purposeful 
organization. The response skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (According to, 
The first part of the story, This shows, In each story, Later though, In conclusion). The response uses grade-
appropriate, stylistically sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response provides 
a concluding statement that follows clearly from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, in 
“The Lions Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” the problems start out the same but they 
end diferently. The lion in “The lions share” took charge and ends up taking all of the meat, and the other 
hunters got nothing. In The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” the hornet and the wise old bee helped 
figure out who the honey really belonged to and the wasps got Nothing). The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (begining, a ways, decied, Devide, there problem, 
giving advise, bcause, diferently, punctuation, capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 4a
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GUIDE PAPER 4b
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Score Credit 3 (out of 4 credits)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The similar 
problem that the main characters share is that in both stories the characters fight over who will get the 
item that they all want). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of the 
texts (in the story “The Lion’s Share” the four hunters fought over how to share the stag meat; the Bees 
and the Wasps were fighting over who the honey belonged to; other three hunters let the Lion eat all of the 
meat because he was to powerful and strong; The main characters in the story “The Bees and Wasps, and 
the Hornet”, solved this problem by challenging the Bees and Waps to see who could make a honey comb). 
The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts (“But then the lion whent on . . . The 
second quarter is mine too, as I am the one sorting out the shares. But-- Hang on a minute-- Rubbish! The 
fox, the jackal and the wolf began to grumble, but the lion took not notice and carried on.”; “A store of 
honey had been found in a hollow tree, and the Wasps declared positively that it belonged to them. The 
Bees were just as sure that the treasure was theirs. The argument grew very pointed, and it looked as if the 
affair could not be settled without a battle, when at last, with much good sense, they agreed to let a judge 
decide the matter.”; “The third share should be mine because of the part I played in hunting the stag. As for 
the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to lay a paw upon it. And the lion bared 
his teeth and flexed his sharp claws. The three other hunters slunk away into the shadows with their tails 
between their legs.”; “I move that the Bees and the Wasps both be instructed to build a honey comb. Then 
we shall soon see to whom the honey really belongs. The wasps protested loudly. Wise Judge Hornet quickly 
understood why they did so: They knew they could not build a honey comb and fill it with honey. It is clear, 
said the Judge, who mad e the comb and who could not have made it. The honey belongs to the Bees.”), and 
sustains the use of relevant evidence, with some lack of variety. The response exhibits clear organization. 
The response links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (For instance, This shows how, In 
the story). The response uses grade-appropriate, precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (similar 
problem, The main characters, which solves the problem). The response does not provide a concluding 
statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors 
that do not hinder comprehension (whent, took not notice, to powerful, mad e, Waps).
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GUIDE PAPER 5a                       Additional
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GUIDE PAPER 5b                       Additional

Score Credit 3 (out of 4 credits)
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In “The 
Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” the main characters develop solutions to their 
problems. The simular problem that they share is both main characters claim something and don’t share). 
The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of the texts (the Wasps declared 
the store of honey and the lion claimed the stag and the lion scared the others away because their tails 
are between their legs). The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts (“ As for the 
fourth quarter, well, I should like to see which of you will dare to lay a paw upon it.” And the lion bared 
his teeth and flexed his sharp claws.”; “the Wasps declared positively that it belonged to them; “The three 
other hunters slunk away into the shadows with their tails between their legs.”; “So they brought the 
case before the Hornet, justice of the peace in that part of the woods.”), and sustains the use of relevant 
evidence, with some lack of variety. The response exhibits clear organization. The response links ideas 
using grade-appropriate words and phrases (For example, Also, This proves, The text says, All in all). 
The response uses grade-appropriate, precise language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response 
provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented (All in all, in “The 
Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” the main characters develop solutions to their 
problems. The simular problem that they share is both main characters claim something and don’t share). 
The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not 
hinder comprehension (simular and thier).
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GUIDE PAPER 6b
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GUIDE PAPER 6c
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GUIDE PAPER 6d
Score Credit 3 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (My introduction 
is I am going to see what similar problem’s and how their solution’s similar in the 2 Storys named the lion’s 
Share and the bee’s and wasp’s, and hornets). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension 
and analysis of the texts (Both of their problem’s are similar because both story’s you kind of have to Share 
something and in both story’s they figure out a way to find out to who the honey and stagg belong’s to). The 
response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts (the judge hornet need’s to find out if the 
stored honey belong’s to the wasp’s or bee’s; they have to find out how to Share the stagg among the four of 
them; they went to court and let the hornet bee decide who the honey belong’s to by maki them both build a 
honey comb; “the first quarter is for me he declared because I am King of the beasts”; “the second quarter 
is mine too, as I am the on Sorting out the share’s; “the third share should be mine because of the part I 
played in hunting the stagg”; as for the fourth quarter, well I should like to see which one of you will dare 
to lay a paw upon it.”), and sustains the use of relevant evidence, with some lack of variety. The response 
exhibits clear organization. The response links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (both, 
in the first story, in the second story, my supporting details, my clonclusion sentence). The response uses 
grade-appropriate, precise language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response provides a concluding 
statement that follows from the topic and information presented (My clonclusion sentence is that is how 
the solutions and problems are similar […] The lesson in both story’s the two animals got what was their’s 
fairly). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder 
comprehension (storys, the bee’s gets it honey, stagg, who’s honey, clonclusion, builded, their’s, punctuation, 
capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 7a
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GUIDE PAPER 7b
Score Credit 2 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (In the 
“Bees and Wasps, and Hornet” and “The lion’s Share” both have the same problem their is a character\
charaters that are being selfish and want a whole object to theirselves). The response demonstrates a literal 
comprehension of the texts (In “The Lion’s Share” the characters don’t do anything to resolve the problem 
that they do not want to share and In “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet” the Hornets and the Bees 
bring in a wise judge to resolve their problems). The response partially develops the topic of the essay with 
the use of some textual evidence (“The first quarter is for me,”... “because I am the King of the Beasts.”; 
“The second quarter is mine too, as I am the one sorting out the shares.”; “The third share should be 
mine because of the part I played in hunting the stag. As for the fourth quarter, well, I should like to see 
which of you will dare to lay a paw upon it.”; “The Wasps protested loudly. Wise Judge Hornet quickly 
understood why they did so: They knew they could not build a honey comb and fill it with honey. ”). The 
response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response inconsistently links ideas using words and 
phrases (both, For example, Based on what I read). The response inconsistently uses appropriate language 
and domain-specific vocabulary. The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response 
demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that do not hinder comprehension (their 
is, charaters, theirselves, punctuation, capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 8a                       Additional
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GUIDE PAPER 8b                       Additional
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GUIDE PAPER 8c                       Additional

Score Credit 2 (out of 4 credits)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Well in the 
Story the “lion’s Share” the main character didn’t Solve the Problem […] In the story “ bees and the waSPs” 
their was a Problem). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (This was a Problem 
because the other animal didn’t get a Slice). The response partially develops the topic of the essay with the 
use of some textual evidence (the lion said “to cut the deer into quarters” “I get the first Slices because I 
am the King and I get the secont slice because he is the one sorting out the Shares and I get the third Slice 
because I played in hunting the Stag and he Said ILL take the last Slice but if One Of dare a Paw on it; they 
walKed into Shadows with their tail down; the wasps found honey but the bee’s Said It was surely theirs 
[…] both dicided to let the Judge dicide). The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response 
inconsistently links ideas using words and phrases. The response inconsistently uses appropriate language 
and domain-specific vocabulary. The response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from 
the topic and information presented (this story had a soultion unlike the story “lion’s Share.”). The response 
demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (one’s 
they Killed, secont, ILL take, one of dare a paw, it’s tail down, their was a, the both dicided, get’s, than the 
bee’s, soultion, punctuation, capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 9
39

Score Credit 2 (out of 4 credits)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (In “The 
Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” the main characters develop solutions to their 
problems by kind of taking over what the problem is). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension 
of the texts (in the The Lion’s Share the lion went hunting with a fox, a jackal, and a wolf). The response 
partially develops the topic of the essay with the use of some textual evidence (he told them to divide the 
deer in to quarters and the did but then the lion took over and took all of the quarters for himself and the 
hornet also known as the judge took over and desided who got the honey). The response exhibits some 
attempt at organization. The response inconsistently links ideas using words and phrases (Like in and That is 
how). The response inconsistently uses appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response 
provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (That is 
how the Lion’s Share” and “The Bees and Wasps, and the Hornet,” main characters develop solutions to 
their problems). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that do 
not hinder comprehension (and the did, desided, punctuation).
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GUIDE PAPER 10
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Score Credit 1 (out of 4 credits)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (They 
both have big bt small easy problems to fix). The response demonstrates little understanding of the texts 
(How they solved their problems was by some stepping away from the problem or going to court). The 
response partially develops the topic of the essay with the use of some textual evidence (“ Rubbish!, the 
fox, the jakal, and the wolf began to rumble, but the loin took no notice and carried on.”; “A store of honey 
had been found in a hollow tree, and the Wasps decared positively that it belonged to them. The bees. Were 
just as sure that the treasure was theirs.”; “ The three hunters slunk away into the shadows with their tails 
between their legs.”; “Its clear, said the judge, who made the comb and who could not have made it. The 
honey belongs to the bees.”). The response exhibits little attempt at organization. The response lacks the 
use of linking words and phrases. The response uses language that is imprecise for the texts and task (big 
bt small easy). The response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and 
information presented (Thats how the two storys had a problem but then fixed their problem). The response 
demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (bt, jakal, 
loin, decared, Its clear, Thats how, storys, capitalization, punctuation).
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GUIDE PAPER 11                       Additional
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Score Credit 1 (out of 4 credits)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (This 
is a similar problem the main characters share). The response demonstrates little understanding of the 
texts (They both were saying this is mine). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only 
develops ideas with minimal, occasional evidence (the lion was saying the all the food was his), some of 
which may be inaccurate (the hornet was saying the honey was his). The response exhibits little attempt at 
organization. The response inconsistently links ideas using words and phrases (this is, Also, This shows). 
The response inconsistently uses appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary. The response 
provides a concluding statement that is illogical or unrelated to the topic and information presented (Thata 
is the problem the main characters share). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of 
conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (Thata, punctuation, capitalization).
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GUIDE PAPER 12
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Score Credit 1 (out of 4 credits)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (In 
both storys the problem was that all characters did not know who gets the prize). The response demonstrates 
little understanding of the texts (all characters did not know who gets the prize). The response demonstrates 
an attempt to use evidence, but only develops ideas with minimal, occasional evidence (the lion took all of 
the food from the other animals and The Wasps tried to take the honey from the bees). The response exhibits 
little attempt at organization. The response lacks the use of linking words and phrases (In both storys and In 
the story). The response uses language that is imprecise or inappropriate for the texts and task. The response 
does not provide a concluding statement. The response is minimal, making assessment of conventions 
unreliable.
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GUIDE PAPER 13
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Score Credit 0 (out of 4 credits)
This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts or task (“the bees and wasps,and the 
hornet” the bees and the wasps had to work together to build the honeycomb.I do not think that the bees and 
wasps wanted to work together .But you have to get it done.    “The lion’s share” the lion demanded to have 
them work together.But they did not want to work together.But the lion made them because he was the “king 
of the beasts”I think that they should be able to do what they want a be free    Both storys are bacicley the 
same cause they both do not want to work together but the jude in“The bees and wasps,and the hornet”the 
jude made the bees and wasps work together. In“The lions share”he made them work together even though 
to told him they dont want to work with eachother).
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GUIDE PAPER 14                       Additional
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Score Credit 0 (out of 4 credits)
This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts or task (“THE LOINS SHARE”: the main 
problem of the main character is that the fox is being really rude to them    “THE BEES AND WASPS”: the 
problem in this story is that other people take whats not theyres).
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